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The context for this research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CovidSchool Direct PGCE Moved online (Bb collaborate)Because we were forced to do so not because we wanted to



The research questions

What are the pedagogical impacts of a move to online 
learning for a PGCE programme?
• What is the impact on tutor workload?
• What is the impact on how tutors structure learning 

activities? (to include ‘flipped classroom’ / 
differentiation / student led learning etc.)

• What is the impact on reported levels of student 
engagement?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lots of discussion to decide on the focus. Options included:Looking at the impact on learning,Looking at the impact on pedagogyLooking at the student experience. Chose to focus on pedagogy as it was what we were in control of. Thought there would be a lot on student experience. Hard to be sure of impact on learning (in an ideal world there would be no impact)We were aware that in summer we had begun to do things differently and were keen to see if this was a one off or if it would be sustained. We thought we might approach the structure of learning differently wrt flipped learning, self directed learning etc and wondered how this would relate to levels of engagement.



What the literature says

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What it means to be ‘at university’Lots on workloadMore on student experience that tutor experience. What there is says:Move from teacher to guideRole of teacher diminishesIn flipped classrooms, the flip is from teaching to learningRecognition that teaching is not knowledge transfer, it is an active enquiry based processNeed for open dialogueStudents can learning without teacher present and engaging with content is importantStudent satisfaction linked to quality of interactions not time spent engaging with contentSocial / cognitive / teaching presence and links to learning interactions / social interactions / support interactionsNeed for socialisation and expectations to be clearTutor as facilitatorTutor brings expert understanding to discussionsFlexiblity of student learningStudent led learningGo at own pace / go over things more than onceStudents learn best when they learn from each other and have multiple opportunities to think before contributingTutors need to relinquish some control to learners to facilitate personal learning. 



Data sources and analysis 
approaches

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tutor interviews / student surveys – to provide triangulationBlind parallel coding of interviews to identify significant themes5 tutor participants indentified – each of their student cohorts will be invited to provide survey dataSurvey data will be analysed in relation to themes from tutor interviews.



Next steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further readingData collectionAnalysisAny questions? Relevance to other programmes / subject areas?
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